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key aspects

This location is unique. It connects the Avon Green 
Corridor with the CBD, it also connects a historic 
market and meeting place with the rebirth of the 
Central City.

The larger context places this site at the nexus of 
fi ve major routes through the city.

We propose creating a gateway building; housing 
a transport terminus, retail spaces, an educational 
institute and residential apartments.

The Avon Corridor should be reclaimed for 
people friendly transport and recreation access. 
The rivers red zoned route is a huge opportunity 
for redevelopment to fundamentally change the 
pedestrian and cycle fl ows through the city. 

This site, and the proposed complex of buildings 
will support the naturally emerging nodes of activity 
and communities along the Avon.

Connecting the city, connecting communities, connecting with the past & the future.
90 ARMAGH STREET + VICTORIA SQUARE. 

90 Armagh Street
connects the Avon 
Corridor with the 
Central City

The Natural 
Nexus of the 
non-vehicle 
traffi c routes 

It’s not a site 
- it’s a green 
gateway

Its safe to 
ride my bike 
everywhere !



SEEDING AN ECOSYSTEM

key aspects

Education as the seed for reestablishing the city ecosystem, an industry and an answer
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THE HUBS, NODES AND VILLAGES

The bridges along the avon create natural nodes and offer an 
opportunity to create ‘maximum interface’ living communities 
around river boundaries and public spaces that support high 
value living spaces and quality of life.

A good range of transport options including hire cycles, 
battery powered vehicles, access to walking paths, and other 
light rail, bus and car transportation become practical.

Suffi cent coverage to ensure good population density within 
1km of station/hubs. Effi cient processes, e.g. stations are 
pay as you enter, and linked to other social services, e.g. 
users can ‘pay’ using recyclables materials and station acts 
as a collection point for recycling and waste.  Service Trains 
collect waste during the night, fuel and energy options include 
methane co-generation plants converting waste materials to 
energy.

As effectively modern villages, the hub spaces are highly 
adaptable to suit changing needs of users over time. It is 
likely that hubs seed and support existing community by 
providing key community spaces (spiritual, social, education)

 



site analysis

European History of 
site copy - Market 
square

Maori History of site 
copy - river and place

Fingers in fl uid land 
- piers, permeable, 
resiliant

NĀU TE ROUROU, NĀKU TE ROUROU, KA ORA TE TANGATA
With your food basket and my food basket, the people will eat

TRANSPORTATION

The System Overall

Redevelop the river route as alternate transport meth-
ods. Cycle and walkways are core with other forms such 
as light rail / monorail becoming practical if the land is 
deemed unfi t for housing.

A natural route exists for a light rail system

that fl ows along the river corridor from the beach at 
south brighton/ sumner into the central city via hubs/ 
communities,

and is part of a more whole loop system connecting city 
wide.

Options combine elevated andground level

tracks to maximises energy effi ciency through regenera-
tive braking while limiting

impact on the pedestrian environment.

An effi cient, fast, regular service with wi-fi  to promote 
and sustain high user uptake

Recolonise the 
city, reclaim the 
space!

Classrooms,  
Studios, Practice 
Rooms,Flats, 
Shops, 
Workshops..

Agile students 
invading the city 
- any where, any 
time

Reestablishing 
human activity, 
creating energy, life 
and momentum



CHCH SCHOOL 
OF DANCE 
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AUDITORIUM
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CAFE

COURTYARD

SCHOOL CAMPUS

APARTMENT TOWER

street scape plan 

BUSINESS

Traditional CBD businesses fostered 
homogeneity - vast beige offi ce spaces 
sheathed in glass, with token retail 
facings at street level.
CBD has been dominated by the needs 
of ‘white-collar’ business and the Retail, 
Entertainment, Education landscapes 
have been subsumed into this cost driven, 
cubic metre calculated atmosphere.

Innovation, investment and renewal has 
emerged from non-offi ce space sectors 
(High St/Poplar Lane)

Core large tenants have relocated, leases 
dictate 3-5 years before review and 
investors won’t wait, therefore capital 
fl ight likely.

Therefore need a strategy that can 
rapidly drive uptake of  spaces as they 
come available. Which means seeding 
utilisation (valued occupation) driven by 
non-core / non-traditional consumers.

Educational institutes are the foundation on which the new city could be recolonised. Schools, Polytechs 
and Private training providers bring a living ecosystem with them.  Kids, Teens, Graduates, Parents, Adult 
learners, Teachers, Suppliers...



spatial plan 
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The export education industry earns Canterbury $400m 
p.a. and has been seriously disrupted by the earthquakes. 
Additionally the domestic education system and many 
peoples jobs have been displaced, creating additional 
demands for retraining and resources. The need for 
investment in this sector is urgent and this new complex is 
the cornerstone and a fl agship on which a revitalised sector 
can build.

A project in 2009 identifi ed that an additional 1000 
international students would bring $30m p.a. into the 
regional economy and was recognised as one of four 
projects that had the potential to earn $1 Billion over 20yrs.

Our solution has accommodation for 200 international 
students, so contributes $6m to the city p.a.  The direct 
rental return would be $1.25m p.a. ( $120/wk/student), plus 
an estimated $600k rental for education and $300k retail 
spaces. Total site rentals in the order of $2.15m p.a. with 
an estimated build cost of $60m.

A key characteristic of education is the ability to utilise 
a variety of spaces, sizes and locations. The industry 
is innovative and rapidly adapts to new ideas and 
opportunities so is ideal as an early adopter for buildings 
which will mature to other, probably more traditional uses.



cross section 

older empty nesters enjoy 
the freedon of life without 
dependents
they like to be comfortable 
and want as little 
responsibility as possible.
ie low maintenance homes

I need to learn to ride
I need to have a way
I need to learn to drive
If i haven’t learnt to ride
my bike
It will be hard to learn to 
drive.
experience = knowledge = 
wisdom

PERFORMANCE AUDITORIUMBACK 
OF 

STAGE

PEDESTRIAN CONCOURSE / RETAIL

TRANSPORT CONCOURSE

DANCE STUDIO

DANCE STUDIO

DANCE STUDIO

OFFICES
PLANT

PEDESTRIAN BOULEVARD RIVER

LRM

how come the build-
ings in Tokyo didn’t fall 
down?



elevations 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC COMMENTARY

Core to the concept is to reinforce the 
naturally occurring formations of community

Bridges, Corners and intersections are 
the points of congregation, the villages we 
have lost

The fi rst buildings that emerge from a 
community are schools, churches and 
pubs, serving social needs

Housing, mass displacement, need for 
fl exible sizes, shapes, options, values and 
locations. Initially as short term with the 
option of medium and long term

Kids are the core for community, bring kids, 
then parents and services follow

Mass displacement presents opportunity for 
choices not available before

Extended Family’s have a unique option to 
coalesce and recreate multi-generational 
living



3d view 

The future is here 
its just not widely 
distributed yet - 
william gibson

15 x 50 x 150 
Family:Village:Tribe

young adults 
without kids want a 
sophisticated city with 
the right balance of 
preservation (the old) 
and progress (the new)

couples with kids 
want family friendly 
amenities access to 
green open spaces 
to create safety and 
independence



WASTE
- an effective waste management system - recycling stations, green waste collection site, worm farms on site providing fertilizer for edible gardens.
sewerage - used for methane and or bio fuels production
- the school and building is a zero waste site

TEMPERATURE AND AIR QUALITY
- Natural weather patterns are acknowledged and enjoyed the building is tunable and fl exible as its population changes over time.
- Use natural passive ventilation systems - using mote on northern side,
- north facing windows for natural light that can be opened easily, skylights
- Green walls, pot plants food production plants to improve indoor air quality (http://www.huhmagazine.co.uk/2339/malthus-a-meal-a-day)
- Thermal wall and fl oors heated by passive solar and underfl oor heating
- Ducted heat pump,  or geothermal heated air

SOUND
- Internal walls made of porous material for sound insulation
- Organic walls for acoustic insulation and improving air quality

ENERGY
- Energy effi cient design and appliances but energy wise and savvy too – uses “Tring” (tring.co.nz) technology  and smart meters to manage and minimize energy 
usage.
- Photovoltaics and micro wind energy generated onsite and along mono rail to decrease peak energy demand linked to the grid
- LED lighting, motion sensors lighting

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
- Zero carbon certifi ed
- reliant on Green energy supply
- Gas for cooking provided my methane digestor
- Zero carbon  transport options available for all monorail, electric cars/buses, bikes
- Food grown onsite and close by
- building has many plants growing inside and out that will continually absorb CO2

WATER
- Rainwater collection used for plant irrigation and mote for irrigation
- Grey water used to fl ush toilets
- Stormwater cleaned by “living”mote - sculptured wetland and released onto the Avon
- Solar hot water or heatpump hot water technology or geothermal,

LANDUSE AND ECOLOGY
- Site provided habitat that enhances local biodiversity of indigenous plants, fi sh, birds and insects into the city
- will be part of a interconnected  biodiversity corridor/fi ngers that weave through city and linked to visual tributaries of the Avon
- “tributaries” provide visual links to weather, rain patterns, storm water visable on it’s journey through Living wetland and mote, sculptural garden joining the Avon
-  these sculpted Living Wetland tributaries cleans and fi lter water, as it slowly trickles into Avon
- School directly links learning to Avon – monitors ecological health and biodiversity

EMISSIONS
- considered minimising low level emissions from paints, synthetic carpets and no mdf...

MATERIALS
- Locally produced, gathered, recycled materials where possible, plus be built in a way that will allow for easy deconstruction and reuse/ recycling when it has 
reached the end of it’s useful life
- built with concrete with organic cement (low CO2 emissions) using local aggregate
- Steel – designed for reuse
- Floor covering  - Durable, easily cleanable – “glasscrete” using recycled glass

THE CITY THE SITE FOR FUTURE OPTIONS.

The city is an ecology of interrelated and connected spaces and activities, and between people 
and nature. It has a rich diversity some real, some latent: waiting to be revealed. Diversity is the 
source of future options.

Considering the city as an ecological system, within a broader regional system, requires every 
site to be understood as both an integral and discrete component. Every site is a place of con-
centration with a porosity that links it to the rest of the city.

To achieve this we need:

Places with maximum interface: maximum surface area maximum access to view/open space/
infrastructure 

Places that are modular: where it is safe to experiment: and safe to fail.

In Christchurch the river provides the potential for maximum interface, but its form needs to be 
seen as something more than a menadering line though the city. More than just another layer 
over the grid.

The river is the permeable connector. It is not 2 dimensionsal. It is the place underground and 
above ground where watery ecologies permeate the soul of the city, where where collection/
fi ltration/detention/retention/reuse occurs and biotic production/ biodiversity ensues. Within this 
idea there are individual places for urban experimentation, where single places can explore 
ytthe future of the city and where people can recolonise the erupting landscape.

The red zone is part of the river, part of the liquid. To negotiate between the land and the river 
liquid we propose a strategy of piers that allow the underlying ecology to operate/shift/change.
the city takes place on the piers, the ecology works beside and beneath. But its not binary. 
The piers have maximum interface, whch allow us to learn from the ecology, to learn about our 
vulnerabilities, and learn to live with them. 

The act of recolonisation of the river and the piers as a formal structure provide the basis for a 
future of oiptions, where the place has an identity based on the natural ecologies. 



PROJECT INTRO

This project brings together three key physical strategies:

   1. The site as a natural connector for a dramatically enhanced green corridor along the Avon river joining with a new city central precinct.
   2. The green corridor as a life sustaining, citizen owned space where nodes of activity will naturally fl ourish, the bridges and intersections are the points where villages and community come together so we reinforce 
and encourage that behaviour through streetscape
   3. The building and complex growing as spaces become available through the city redevelopment plan, while a building has been designed, its the connection point with transit fl ows, the Victoria Square (Market 
Square) greenspace integration that is the major feature rather than the engineering elements.

Design principles

7 + 7 + 7
2018 - The next seven years are the critical time for the city. There is a lot of uncertainty and the city's future is largely related to how quickly we can recolonise while the ‘melt down’ and reforming of the city's struc-
ture takes place. For next few years we can see that spaces will be changing rapidly and we need a community and ecosystem that can willingly respond to the opportunities this exciting fusion will offer.

2025 - In fourteen years time we envisage that major tenants will be interested and able to start repopulating the city. However the cityscape will be very different as the early adopters - students, young professionals, 
displaced families will have already occupied major tracts of the city accommodation as it has become usable. Spaces will emerge and uses or ‘claimants’ will emerge alongside. This is not a big bang, its a gradual 
rising up, recolonising, as and when each room, building, block becomes safe to inhabit.

2032- In twenty one years,  the central city will once again be the dominant high density, high rise commercial centre of the city. Its geographic location, its history and the rebuild program will ensure that the present 
location retains its historical permanence.

Join the Dots
As the rebuild program progresses across the city the team strategy is to join the dots of naturally occurring human community. Where the cross roads and bridges intersect with the river, Victoria square and the main 
traffi c fl ows is where people will meet and form villages, form community and base their lives. Our site proposal supports and enhances those points of contact, reinforcing naturally emerging patterns to break down 
the margins between zones of activity. This is an organic process, we advocate allowing and supporting that infestation of humanity with systems (buildings, streetscapes, transit routes) that return those zones to 
citizen control.

Business balanced with Citizens scale
Our traditional CBD businesses fostered homogeneity - vast beige offi ce spaces sheathed in glass, with token retail facings at street level. The CBD has been dominated by the needs of 'white-collar' business and 
the Retail, Entertainment, Education landscapes have been subsumed into this cost driven, cubic metre calculated atmosphere.

Innovation, investment and renewal has emerged from non-offi ce space sectors (High St/Poplar Lane) and this will occur again during the rebuild processs, it will be individual investors, building owner occupiers that 
will lead this emergence of life in the city presenting a very different space and face to the city.

Core large tenants have relocated away from the CBD and their leases dictate 3-5 years before review and investors won't wait, and investment capital fl ight is likely.

Therefore need a strategy that can rapidly drive uptake of  spaces as they come available. Which means seeding utilisation (valued occupation) driven by non-core / non-traditional consumers. Education, Social 
Housing, Community driven and developed uses.

People are the heart and energy
Core to the concept is to reinforce the naturally occurring formations of community. Our strategy is to reinforce the patterns that emerge and bring back the villages we have lost at those meeting places.

The fi rst buildings that emerge from a community are schools, churches and pubs, serving social needs. Our role is to foster and support those emergent behavours, to help form and reinforce the positive patterns 
to provide housing and other human social needs. We face a period of mass displacement so need fl exible sizes, shapes, options, values and locations. Initially as short term with the option of medium and long term 
solutions, following our 7+7+7 thinking.

Mass displacement presents opportunity for choices not available before

Extended Family's have a unique option to coalesce and recreate multi-generational living

Kids are the core for community, bring kids, then parents and services follow


